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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k= Q(G) b e an imaginary quadratic number-field of discriminant 
d < 0, let R be an order of k. The main purpose of this paper is to prove that 
there exists a subgroup r of finite index of the special linear group S&(R) of 
two-by-two matrices with determinant one and entries in R such that r has a 
free non-abelian quotient. 
If R is the maximal order @d of k a similar result was obtained by 
Zimmert [ 1 l] for certain discriminants d. He has proved that SLz(fld) has a 
free non-abelian quotient if a certain finite set associated to @d has a 
cardinality greater than one. For a lot of small values of d his method does 
not work. Furthermore, it is not a priori clear that this condition is always 
satisfied for large values of d. 
It is the aim of this note to indicate that a modification of the method of 
Zimmert can be used to give with some additional arguments a proof of our 
result. 
As an immediate consequence one has that the groups S&(R) for an 
order R of an imaginary quadratic numberfield are Se-universal, this is, 
every countable group is isomorphic to a subgroup of a quotient of S&(R). 
Whenever the maximal order Rd is an Euclidean domain, i.e., d = - 3, -4, 
-7, -8, -11, Fine and Tretkoff [2] have proved this fact by a case-by-case 
study. In a concluding remark we observe that with respect to the property 
of SQ-universality the case SL,(od) is an exceptional one in the framework 
of arithmetic groups. 
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M. Let k = Q(@) be an im 
d < 0, let R be an order of k. 
T offinite index of XL,(R) such that r has a 
enote by Od the ring of integers of k, i.e., tl~e maximal order of 
each order of k is completely determined by i 
(m) for the order of index RI. If 1, w is a 
\:a) if d = 0 mod if d 5s 1 mod 4 the order 
R,(m) has 1, mw as a ty we will use the notation. 
Td = hX,(@d) resp. T,(m 2X,(1?:,(m)) for the group of two-by-two 
matrices with determinant one arid entries in Od res 
define with respect to the order R,(m) th 
na 1 numbers IZ which satisfy the following co 
(1) 4?2,<m2/d/-3, 
(2) d is a quadratic non-residue module all the odd prime 
12, and if d f 5 mod 8 n is odd, 
(3) n > 0, (n, m) = 1 and n # 2. 
It cari happen that W(m) is empty. 
As the first step we prove the statement: 
(*) If the cardinality w(m) of the set (m) associated to the order 
,(m) is greater than one the gvozlp T,(m) has a free ~~~-~be~~~~ q t~~~~. 
The arguments given here for this fact are mod~~catio~§ for our pur 
of the method sf Zimmert [ 1 I], which are also indicated impiicitly in /3 j. SO 
we only sketch the proof which goes along topological lines. 
The group SE,(C) operates on the associated t~~ee-~irne~~~~~a~ byper 
bolic space H realized as 
If= {(z, r) E c x 
bY 
For further details we refer to 
)< (m”ld/‘)-“}, where, Im( ) denotes tlx 
imaginary part of a complex number. Condition (I) implies that the sets F,,, 
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are disjoint for distinct pairs (n, t). Using these strips we define for each 
It E IV(m) a map 
1 if (z, r) fZ U F,,, 
e,(h 4) = 1 (il.;=1 exp 2zi ( ++ FIm (z-+rnf3)) if (z,T)EF”,~. 
The natural projection B + T,(m)\H is surjective, and a word-for-word 
generalization of Hilfssatz 1 in [ 111 shows that we have a unique 
factorization of e, over T,(m)\H by a continuous map 
f, : T,(m)\H + S’. (5) 
Define Y as the one-point-union of w(m) copies of the sphere 5” taking as 
base-point the point 1. The inclusion Y+ I7S’ induces an isomorphism 
H,(Y, Z) z ZIH,(S’; Z) of the homology with integer coefficients. Patching 
the continuous maps f, together we get a continuous map 
f : r&)\H+ K (6) 
which can be viewed by an appropriate choice of a base point h in T,(m)\H 
as a map of pointed spaces. Therefore f induces a homomorphism 
f* : dT,(m)\H, h) -t nl(K 1) (7) 
on the level of the fundamental group. We remark that T,(m)\H is path-wise 
connected. 
To each g E r,(m) we associate now the class in n,(T,(m)\H, h) which is 
given by the image in Td(m)\H of a path from h to g . h in H. This defines a 
homomorphism 
4 : r,(m) -+ dXm)\K h)- (8) 
If we combine now the homomorphism Qwith f* we get the homomorphisms 
F : T’,(m) -, x1( Y, 1) (9) 
resp. 
*F : l-‘,(m) -+ H,(Y; Z) (10) 
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f* 0 qi resp. ,F = H 0 F where 
we will show that HF is surjective. Once we have 
The group F(T,(m)) is as a subgroup of the free 
n,(Y5 1)’ a free group. The quotient H,(Y, Z) of F(.rJm)) is a free abdian 
group of rank w(m). Therefore F(T,(m)) is a free ~~~-abel~a~ group of at 
least w(m) generators. 
&ix as a generator for 
Z. Let g be an element of rti(m) such that there exist (z, r)? 
z’, r’). Then the vaiue F,(g) of P, : rd(m) -+ 
which is defined in the same way as 
F,(g) = card 
1 I 
k E Z Im z < Im % lpzo < Im z’, (n, k) = 
if Im z < Im z’, Ul) 
Imz’<Imkmw< 
12 
m z9 (a, k) = ! 
if Im z’ < Im z. (42) 
hint how to construct appropriate elements in rd’d( 
F, span JJ &?,(S’; Z). 
We imitate the construction given in [II]. The eIements of W(m) are 
indexed in such a way that 
rW(m) $>Z> . . . >-, 
nw(m) 
if ri denotes the greatest natural number whit is smaller than pii/2 
satisfies (ni, P-J = 1. The congruences 
-~ai+mw~2-~bi-+-mi/2m0 (1-a) 
are solvable in ai and bi, i = l,..., w(m), since i finite field every element is 
the sum of two squares. Now condition (2) in de~~iti~~ of W(m) i 
= 1 for all a E Z and i= I,..., w(m). Therefore we cm find 
which satisfy the conditions 
rpilai + mo12 = 1 modni 
-risilbi + mo/2 = 1 mod n, 
Hi - Ti < si 
(14) 
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Put 
( 
s&j + mw) * 
oi = 
4 1 ri(ai + mo) ’ 
z, = tni - ri)(bi + mw> * 
I 
( Izi Si(bi + mo) 1 
where - denotes complex conjugation as usual. Define Zi = ri(ai + mcL))/Yli, 
ui = si(bi + mo)/ni and ti = l/n, for i = l,..., w(m). Then one gets 
cTi(Zi, li) = (z;, ti) resp. ri(Ui, ti) = (Vi, ti) (15) 
where z; = - s,(a, + moyni, V; = - (ni - ri)(bi + mw)/n,. Just as in 
Hilfssatz 1 in [ 1 l] one shows that (zi, ti), (zi, ti), (z)~, ti), (vi, ti) E B for all 
i= 1 ,**-, w(m). Define yi := rioi for i = l,..., w(m). Then formulas (1 l), (12) 
imply 
for j<i and F,(yj) = 1. (16) 
It follows that nneWCrn) F, is surjective; this yields the desired surjectivity of 
HF’ 
This completes the proof of statement (*). 
Now we consider the group r,(m) for a given order R,(m) in k. If 
w(m) > 1 we are through by statement (*). So assume w(m) < 1. By an old 
result about primes in quadratic numberfields (cf. Satz 147 in [4]) it follows 
that there exist an infinite number of odd primes p such that d is a quadratic 
non-residue modulo p. Therefore one can find three odd prime numbers pl, 
p2, p3 satisfying 
Pl (P2 (P3, (17) 
(Pi, m)= l for i= 1, 2, 3, (18) 
d is a quadratic non-residue modulop,, i.e., (d/p,) = - 1. (19) 
Put m’ := m . p2 . pI ; then it is easy to verify that one has p1 E W(d). An 
iteration of this construction implies that one can find an order R,(q) with m 
dividing 4 and w(q) > 1. Now Td(q) is of finite index in I’,(m) and has a free 
non-abelian quotient. 
3. A REMARKONTHESQ-UNIVERSALITYFORARITHMETIC GROUPS 
Theorem 2.1 implies that the groups SL,(R) for an order R of an 
imaginary quadratic numberfield are SQ-universal, i.e., every countable 
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group is isomorphic to a subgroup of a quotient of SL, 
with respect to this property the case XL,(R) as an 
framework of arithmetic groups. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let K be an algebraic ~~~be~~e~d and 
Then the group SL,(R) is SQ-universal $and only @‘II = 2 and either K = 
QY K is an imaginary quadratic n~~be~~e~d. 
Observing the lemma in [S] this follows from Theorem 2.1, the weil- 
known fact that the group SL,(Z) is S 
rem due to Margulis which is implicit1 
e it is not formulated there, we give it explicitly. 
et Y denote the set of primes (or of equivalence classes of absolute 
values) of M; denote by V, the set of infinite primes of KS For zi E ‘y, let K, 
enote the completion of K with respect to V. If G is a linear algebraic group 
efined over K, we denote by G(K) the group of~-ri~t~o~a~ points of 6. (For 
etaiis on algebraic and arithmetic groups see 1 I j >. 
Let G be a connected se~~s~~~~e almost K- 
simple linear algebraic group defined over K. Assume that G satisj?es the 
foIIowiflg condition 
2: rkJG> Z 2 (hf) 
VEV, 
where rFcKr(G) denotes the Ku-rank of 6. Then, tfN is a normaE s~bg~o~~ cI,f 
a~ arithmetic subgroup r o$ G(K), either r/N is finite or N is central in 
G@-l 
he result that I- is finitely generated (cf. [I, 4 121) one deduces 
gulis’ theorem that r has only cou~tably 
bgroups. Since a countable group which is 
ic factor groups (cf. [g, $ 31) we get 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let G be a connected se~isi~~~e aimost K-simple 
linear algebraic group defined over K which satisfies the condition ( 
IZG arithmetic subgroup r of G(K) is SQ-universal. 
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